Abstract-The diversity order is crucial for the performance of communication systems over Fading Channels. It has been shown by Zehavi that the diversity and hence performance of coded modulation over fading channels can be improved by bitwise interleaving at the encoder output, and by using an appropriate soft decision metric as an input t o the Viterbi decoder. A related approach is coordinate interleaving whereby the signal space coordinates are interleaved before transmission. In this paper we combine both bit interleaving and coordinate interleaving t o increase the diversity order. The resulting system is referred here as Bit and Coordinate Interleaved Coded Modulation (BCICM). The pairwise probability of error is also derived, which shows that by proper design the diversity order can be doubled over Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM), for two dimensional signal sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
The severe performance degradation over Rayleigh Fading channels is mainly determined by the deep fades of the received signal power. It is well known that multiple receiver techniques (Diversity) can be used to cope with the fading. Trellis Coded Modulation (or more generally coded Modulation) is a way of introducing time diversity [l] . TCM schemes achieve significant coding gain without bandwidth expansion by treating coding and modulation as single entity. But TCM was originally designed for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. Adaptation of TCM to fading channels resulted in design criteria for TCM over fading channels that specified that the effective length and the minimum product distance rather than Euclidean distance should be maximized for a code and the multiplicity should be minimized [7] . Several results followed this line of thought as is summarized in [7] . However despite the measures taken to improve the performance of TCM over the fading channels the improvements achieved are not so impressive as compared to TCM over AWGN channels as shown in [2] .
Zehavi's [2] idea was to make the code diversity equal to the number of distinct bits(rather than channel symbols) along any error events by bitwise interleaving at the encoder output and by using an appropriate soft decision metric as the input to the Viterbi decoder. Ulf Hanson and Tor Aulin [4] generalized the concept of bit interleaving and showed that a convolution code of lower rate and hence larger hamming distance can be used giving an even higher diversity order while maintainig the spectral efficiency by expansion of channel s-ignal constellation [4] . Al-Semari and Fuja [5] applied the concept of bit interleaving to I-& TCM where two separate encoder are used over the two quadrature channels to almost double the code diversity. A related approach is co-ordinate interleaving whereby signal space co-ordinates of the channel symbols are interleaved before transmission [6] . This approach is less efficient over Zehavi's approach as the increase in diversity is only equal to the dimension of the channel symbols. Goeckel (81 considers the combination of BICM with rotated higher order constellations for OFDM applications.
Here we show that bit interleaving and cc+ ordinate interleaving can be combined to significantly increase the diversity order over IID Rayleigh fading channel with perfect CSI. The resulting system is referred here as Bit and coordinate interleaved coded modulation (BCICM). An upper bound on the bit error rate of 8-PSK BCICM schemes is also derived and based on this the design criteria for BCICM stems are pre- 
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SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we introduce the model of BCICM and derive its pairwise bit error probability for 8-PSK signal set. The derivation follows on the line of Zehavi and familiarity with [2] will be useful.
A block diagram of proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . In general'BCICM, code can be obtained from an equivalent BICM code by introducing two separate interleavers in the quadrature channels as shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically the output of encoder ENC for a binary code C, is con- The demodulator DEM produces the set of bit metrics similarly y k = ( Y 2 k 7 Y 2 k -1 ) and P k = ( P Z k , P Z k -l ) .
for b E {0,1} and i=l, ..., m. The bit metrics are passed through the metric de-interleaver and finally through the ML decoder DEC which makes decisions according to the rule = M ( 9 , c ; P) ( 
3)
where x is xi,, or xg.
CHERNOFF BOUND
To find an upper bound on the error performance we compute the pairwise error probability P(_c -+ C / c , p ) , which represents the probability of choosing 
The results till now are general and applicable to all signal sets. We now evaluate the above expression for 8-PSK signal set with gray labelling shown in 
IV. CODE DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS
It is clear from the above equations that as with the co-ordinate interleaved TCM maximum diversity is achieved when the signal constellation points differ in all the co-ordinates. This can be achieved by rotation of the signal set. As a result of this rotation individual Di's decrease but the hamming weights are maximized. Therefore, we infer that the design criteria for BCICM systems combine the design criteria for BICM systems (as given in [3] ) and co-ordinate interleaved TCM [6] . Fig. 3 , shows the simulation results for rate 2/3 4-state 8-PSK coded schemes over Rayleigh fading channel with perfect CSI. The bit error performance of best 4-state TCM is shown by the label "TCM" [7] . Considerable SNR improvement is achieved by using interleaving as is seen from the graph for both bit interleaved coded modulation, "BICM", and TCM with co-ordinate interleaving, "TCM-CI". The &PSK signal set for "TCM-CI" was rotated by an angle = 11.25' as in [6] . Also note that for 4-state 8-PSK, BICM and TCM with co-ordinate interleaving have comparable performance. The bit error performance of bit and co-ordinate interleaved coded modulation, "CBICM", with the 8-PSK signal set rotated by an angle 9 = 11.25" is also plotted. It is clearly seen that as a result of the increased diversity the BICM 4-state code gives a clear 3-dB gain over the equivalent BICM scheme.
It is also worth mentioning that 8-PSK 4-state Bit-Interleaved I-& TCM, achieves similar performance but requires two encoders and decoders. BCICM doubles the diversity, for two dimensional signal sets, at the cost of a little delay as a result of interleaving. Another disadvantage of this scheme is that the transmitted symbol no longer has the constant envelope property due to co-ordinate interleaving.
